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1. Doesn’t leave
6. It beats a king
9. Extra
14. West Point student
15. Piece of land
16. Excited
17. American high-speed train
18. Abbr. after a company name
19. Home of the 2006 Winter Olympics
20. With 61 Across, today’s featured speaker (name and common “title”)

23. Spiders have eight
24. Jeanne d’Arc, e.g.
25. Informal publication
26. Powerful, as a beverage
28. Actress West
29. Like bars often used to be
31. Light bulb?
34. Mother of Apollo
36. Astonish
40. Waterfall
42. Star Trek title spacecraft
44. Famous Ford flop
45. Lowest part of a boat
47. Part of a tree?
48. Explosion
50. Family room
52. Unassuming
55. Last lyric of Handel’s Messiah
57. Cash source
60. French footballer Patrice
61. See 20 Across

64. A new member of the platform party
66. Golfer Ernie
68. NH2 compound
69. Guitarist Paul
70. Middle-distance runner
71. Look intently
72. CS department homework submission program
73. Use a button

4. Shout
5. Part of a poem
6. Extra–terrestrial
7. What one of the C’s in ACM ICPC stands for
8. Eat away at
9. Part of a tennis match
10. Member of today’s platform party
11. Share an opinion (with)
12. Rule
13. Artist Max
21. Give control to another thread
22. Controversial blood-doping substance
27. Not bad
28. Role for 10 Down
30. Find a new apartment, perhaps
31. Diamonds, colloquially
32. Pop
33. It comes before tee
35. Cries of fright
37. Previously

38. Last letter of the Canadian alphabet
39. Before, poetically
41. First word of a Shakespeare title
43. Medieval, perhaps
46. On–line merchant
49. Initials of a retiring CS professor
51. Set up temporary shelter
52. Plateaus
53. Not secret
54. Emmy award category
56. Unkempt
57. Software development methodology
58. iPod contents
59. New Associate Provost
62. Native Irish or Scottish person
63. Middle Eastern royal title
65. Observe